Computer technology is experiencing rapid and exciting changes. COMPCON 78 Spring will bring together leading computer specialists and innovators to examine these changes, their causes, their implications, and their directions in the future. Participate in the presentation and discussion of these vital areas of current interest by submitting a quality paper on:

**HARDWARE**
- LSI, computer elements, computer systems, micros to supercomputers
- Peripherals, secondary storage
- Packaging technologies, reliability testing, fault tolerant designs

**SOFTWARE**
- Operating systems, high order system implementation languages
- Software measurement techniques, engineering methodology, documentation and support techniques
- Microprocessor aids and techniques
- Microprogramming aids and techniques

**APPLICATIONS**
- Graphics word processing, communications, simulation, real-time computations
- Home, school, and hobby computing
- Management information systems, data management, distributed data bases
- Perceived limitations in large-scale scientific calculations, plasma physics, aerodynamics, etc.

**PUBLISHING YOUR PAPER**
The digest version of your paper will be published in the COMPCON 78 Spring Conference Digest. The conference digest is printed before the meeting and given to participants when they register. It is not a proceedings. Rather, its purpose is to give participants the essential ideas of your paper before you give your oral presentation. In order for the conference digest to serve its intended purpose, the digest version of your paper should be no longer than four pages.

The publication of your digest version in the conference digest does not prevent you from publishing your full paper elsewhere. It is the policy of the COMPCON Committee to encourage you to seek publication of your full paper in the professional literature. Papers of notable quality and interest are always sought by publications of the IEEE Computer Society.

**HERE’S HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR PAPER:**
1. Submit an informal digest (four copies) of approximately 1000 words by August 15, 1977.
2. Authors of selected papers will be notified by October 15, 1977, and given instructions for preparation of their formal camera-ready digest.
3. Your formal camera-ready digest must be received by December 1, 1977.

**SUBMIT YOUR 1000-WORD DIGEST BY AUGUST 15, 1977 TO:**
Dr. Dean Brown
ZILOG
10460 Bubb Road
Cupertino, CA 95014

**SHORT NOTES gives you a Forum:**
Recent work or application may be reported (without publication) in the ‘Short Notes’ session, a traditional COMPCON feature. Short notes are restricted to 5-minute presentations. Informal discussion is encouraged following each presentation. No sales pitches for products, please. Submit a 200-300-word summary together with your name and affiliation by January 1, 1978 to:

Prof. Martin Graham
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
and Computer Science
University of California
Berkeley, CA 94720